Les Boules
( de pétanque )

L E C O U RT Gather your friends, colleagues and family
for 90 minutes of Southern French community on
the gravel ........................... 100 kr/person

G U I D E D E P É TA N Q U E Let a geeky pétanque player
make your game even more enjoyable and learn more
about the chess of the gravel.
90 minutes with lane and guide ....... 200 kr/person

L E D U E L Challenge each other in nerve wracking
pétanque duels. The game is held by two guides and
is suitable for larger groups.
90 minutes with lane and guides......... 300 kr/person

G U I D E P R I V É A private lesson with a champion guide.
90 minutes of intensive training which is guaranteed
to take your game to the next level.
For 1-2 people. ............................ 1 000 kr

Les boules
There are several boule manufacturers.
Our favorites are the French high quality OBUT,
and the Thai rebel FBT La Franc.
Start kit: a boule set, jack, cloth, bag .....
FBT La Franc Soft Black ......................
FBT La Franc Stainless Steel ................
OBUT Match+ ................................ 1
OBUT Soleil ................................ 1
OBUT RCC .................................. 1
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OBUT ATX .................................. 2 500 kr

Beloved Gravel
We have brought our favorite terrains and gravel
back home to our own Southern French park.
PARC BORELY

Just like the park in Marseille,

where the largest pétanque competition in the world is
played. A high-speed lane with plenty of roll to it.
GR E N O B L E

A replica of the World Cup terrains from

with slightly larger pieces of gravel.
RI A N S

Rians, the Grönbrallan classic with a hard,

but just surface.

Subject to change.

Grenoble in 2004. A mental and technical challenge

our story

( the Grönbrallan legacy )
THE INTERRAIL
ADVENTURE HADN’T
STARTED TOO WELL.
WE WERE THREE
GUYS WHO

had left the wellknown and secure
grounds of Sweden
for an adventure
through Europe. And
we were all filled
with naive and
youthful
expectation.
But already
at the first
stop in Paris

CATASTROPHE!

we were scammed and robbed
by a SLIPPERY MONSIEUR.

RETREAT?

GIVE UP?

We KEPT GOING with
empty pockets and
ADVENTUROUS COURAGE.
And along winding roads and together
with newfound friends we made it all the
way down to parque Juan Miro in Barcelona. And
there he stood. The man with the green pants. He threw the boules with such
height, grace and precision thatno one could ever come close to. And what
was up with the silly-looking gigantic green pants?

CHARACTER
MASTER
And after that moment nothing would ever be the same again.

There is not
much that
has changed

since that adventure. We still
love boule and adventures. And
we love to hang out with our

friends over a dinner, a glass of wine or a pastis.
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